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ABSTRACT: Automatic vehicle monitoring has turned out
to be a very crucial scenario in the current years. It may
develop into possibility by executing the following
technologies. This project targets to propose a system,
which detects speeding vehicles over a specific speed limit
and immediately report to concerned authorities. At
present, road accidents rates have raised so, there is a
necessity for developing a system that detects an over
speeding vehicle. The implementation of present Smart
Vehicle over speeding Detector using Internet of Things
determines all the road traffic information automatically
with intelligence. When the vehicle crosses the
school/college, RF receiver in the vehicle will send signal
to the microcontroller. The microcontroller immediately
controls the driver section to control the speed of the
motor. Therefore when the vehicle crosses the
school/College, the speed of the vehicle will be
automatically decreased. This will prevent unnecessary
accidents.
I.

information about over speeding vehicles. The smart
vehicle over speeding detector is very essential for the
human life as there are so many accidents in road every
day. This study gives a general idea about a smart vehicle
over speeding detector and also concentrates on the
functionality of the over speeding detector by use of IoT
technologies. In addition, the current research
concentrates on the various methods for controlling the
over speeding radars using literature survey. Further
this research explains the technical working of the
speeding detector and benefits associated with it. Thus,
the proposed analysis will act as an eye opener for the
future researches and it provides new insights about the
particular topic for the researchers and academicians.
II.

The authors have presented EBM (Eye Blink Monitoring)
technique, which alerts the focus during drowsiness
state. An embedded system depends on the
psychological state of focus through monitoring head
movements and eye movements are helpful in alerting
drivers at the sleep cycle stage of drowsiness. An
ordinary eye blink moment has no effect on the system
results [1].

INTRODUCTION

The major concern of vehicle accident is the part of
continual disaster lists, which might happen anywhere
anytime. In accordance with Association for Safe
International Road Travel Report, around 1.24 million
people die and 50 million people are getting wounded on
the roads each year in the World. Statistically, they are
assumed as the second important reasons for death. In
order to overcome these problems, many automobile
device industries and vehicle manufacturers have tried
to propose speed control techniques in order to keep up
a vehicle safe distance. In this direction, the effort is
going on devising a security driving application for
vehicles by new rising IoT-oriented technology, which is
employed for devising a more effective solution [1]. The
IoT (Internet of Things) is the interrelation of distinctly
identifiable embedded computing appliances inside the
existing infrastructure. IoT provides sophisticated
connectivity of systems, services and devices, which goes
beyond M2M (Machine to Machine Interactions) and
covers different domains and applications. This
interrelation of embedded appliances like smart objects
is implemented in all automation enabling modern
applications such as Smart Grid [2]. The target of this
project is to propose and develop a new Smart Vehicle
Over speeding Detector using IoT technology for alerting
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LITERATURE SURVEY

In [2], researchers have designed Automated Speed
Detection System that may detect the vehicle’s speed and
if over speeding happens, then remove the particular
vehicle’s license number and send it through mail to Toll
Plaza in order to indict fine. Here, Doppler Effect
observable fact is employed for measuring the speed. If
over speeding is identified, then a camera captures the
image of a vehicle automatically; and DIP (Digital Image
Processing) methods are used to remove the license
number. The findings have revealed that the developed
system detects over speeding vehicle successfully, mines
the license number, has great performance and may be
used on roads to test out for over speeding vehicles.
The researchers, in [3], have designed and developed a
novel system, which may efficiently identify speed
violations on roads and helps driver to respect traffic
rules by maintaining speed along with the prescribed
speed limit. The developed system contains RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification), GSM (Global System for
Mobile) and PIC (18F45K22). This system has provided
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reliable, low cost, effective results and real-time
notification.

the RFID reader in the form of RF signal. Then, RFID
reader puts this unique ID data in the form of byte on
serial Tx (transmit) pin. This data can be used or
accessed by PC or microcontroller serially using UART
communication.

In [4], the authors have proposed a new Vibration Sensor
Device that was set on the vehicle. If any accident
happens, vibration is activated and then vehicle’s
location has been detected with the help of GPS locator.
Immediately, the incident has been intimated to Patrol
and Life support in order to recuperate the accident as
well as suspect is to be tracked by means of GPS locator.
The researchers have estimated the speed of vehicles by
incorporating the accelerometer readings throughout
the time and determine the acceleration faults.
III.

Module Description



Transmitter Module



EM 18 Receiver Module



Motor driver controller LM 298

Figure 2: RFID Reader
Motor driver controller LM 298: The L298N is a dual
H-Bridge motor driver which allows speed and direction
control of two DC motors at the same time. The module
can drive DC motors that have voltages between 5 and
35V, with a peak current up to 2A. The module has two
screw terminal blocks for the motor A and B, and
another screw terminal block for the Ground pin, the
VCC for motor and a 5V pin which can either be an input
or output.

Transmitter Module An RF transmitter module is a
small RFID card assembly it can able to transmit the
radio waves. This is working along with EM 18 RFID
reader. This is used to give data to module which can be
transmitted. Transmitter power output can be decreased
by the physical environmental changes such as
harmonics, voltage and so other parameters. So we can
take necessary steps to overcome this to make motor
driver controller to decrease the speed of the DC motor.

When there is an input to the RFID reader, voltage
passed to the motor will be reduced so that
automatically speed of the motors will be decreased.

Figure 3: Motor driver controller
IV.

Passive RFID tags are kept at the beginning and end of
speed limit zones. When a vehicle enters the speed limit
zone the RFID reader installed in the vehicle detects the
tag which is placed on the speed limit indicator at the
beginning of the speed limit zone. Now the reader has
the 12 digit code which is transferred by the tag. This 12
digit code indicates the speed limit which is to be
maintained in that region. Once the reader gets this code,
it is then transferred to the control unit, here Lpc2148
microcontroller,
for
processing.
When
the
microcontroller gets this 12 digit code, it compares this
with the 12 digit codes which are already saved in the
database of the micro controller. If the code matches
with any of the codes in the database, then the micro

Figure1: RFID transmitter cards
Receiver Modules RFID Reader has transceiver which
generates a radio signal and transmits it through
antenna. This signal itself is in the form of energy which
is used to activate and power the tag. When RFID tag
comes in range of signal transmitted by the reader,
transponder in the tag is hit by this signal. A tag draws
power from the electromagnetic field created by reader.
Then, the transponder converts that radio signal into the
usable power. After getting power, transponder sends all
the information it has stored in it, such as unique ID to
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controller knows that it is a valid code. Also it knows the
speed limit which is to be maintained in the zone
indicated by the tag. Then the speed of the vehicle is
reduced.

limit the speed of the vehicle to the speed indicated by
the RFID tag. In this paper, we have employed the speed
control of the DC motor- a closed loop method.
CONCLUSION
The paper has an RFID tag which indicates the vechicle
when it enters a speed limit zone. Hence by using slotted
couplers the speed of the vehicle is monitored and using
pwm technique the micro controller unit controls the
speed, the speed of the vehicle be maintained in the
limited speed without the intervention of the driver. If
this can be implemented effectively rash driving and
over speed can be reduced to a large extend, thus
decreasing the total number of road accidents in our
country.
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